Abstract. In 1960 R. H. Bing [4, p. 210] asked the following question. "Is there a homogeneous tree-like continuum that contains an arc?" We answer this question in the negative. This result generalizes Bing's theorem [4, p. 229] that every atriodic homogeneous tree-like continuum is arcless.
1. Introduction. Is every homogeneous tree-like continuum a pseudo-arc? This classic unsolved problem is one of the principal obstacles to the classification of homogeneous 1-dimensional continua [8] .
Suppose there exists a homogeneous tree-like continuum M that is not a psuedo-arc. F. B. Jones [14] proved that M is indecomposable. Bing [3] proved that M is not arc-like. C. E. Burgess [6] proved that M is not circle-like. It follows from results of Burgess [7] and I. W. Lewis [15] that M is not functioned and that M has a proper subcontinuum that is not a pseudo-arc. In this paper we prove that M does not contain an arc.
Definitions and related results. A space is homogeneous if for each pair x, y of its points there is a homeomorphism of the space onto itself that takes x to y.
A chain is a finite collection (7,: 1 < i < «} of open sets such that L¡ (1 Lj ¥= 0 if and only if | i -j \< 1. If n > 2 and 7, also intersects Ln, the collection is called a circular chain. Each 7, is called a link.
A collection 61 of sets is coherent if for each nonempty proper subcollection S of 61, an element of § intersects an element of 6l\S.
Following Bing [2, p. 653], we define a finite coherent collection 5" of open sets to be a tree chain if no three elements of 5" have a point in common and no subcollection of 5" is a circular chain.
A continuum is a nondegenerate compact connected metric space. A continuum M is arc-like (circle-like, tree-like, respectively) if for each positive number e there is a chain (circular chain, tree chain) covering M such that each element has diameter less than e.
A continuum is decomposable if it is the union of two of its proper subcontinua; otherwise, it is indecomposable. If a continuum does not have a decomposable Notation. Let x be a point of M. Let r and s be numbers such that 0 < r < s. We denote the set {y E M: r < p(x, y) =£ s} by A(x, r, s). The set {y E M: p(x, y) < r) is denoted by B(x, r). We denote {y E M: p(x, y) -r) by C(x, r).
4. Our result. In [4, p. 221] Bing proved that every homogeneous tree-like continuum has a proper subcontinuum that is not an arc. He then used this theorem to prove [4, p. 229 ] that no homogeneous tree-like atriodic continuum contains an arc. He also asked, "Is there a homogeneous tree-like continuum that contains an arc?" [4, p. 210] . We use the dog-chases-rabbit principle [5, p. 123] to answer Bing's question in the negative.
Theorem. If M is a homogeneous tree-like continuum, then M does not contain an arc.
Proof. Assume M contains an arc. Let rx, r2,... be a strictly decreasing sequence of numbers that converges to 0. For each positive integer /', let X¡ -{x E M : x belongs to an arc in M that has both endpoints in C(x, r¡)).
It follows from the homogeneity of M that
(1) M= U {A,:. = 1,2,...}.
For each i, (2) X¡ is in the interior of Xi+, relative to M.
To see this let x be a point of X¡, let e = (r¡ -ri+i )/2, and note that the open set W(x, e) of our Lemma is in Xi+X.
It follows from (1), (2) , and the compactness of M that Xj = M for some positive integer/. Assume without loss of generality that (3) fj > 10.
For each i, let Y¡ be the set of all points x of M with the following property. There exist arcs 7 and A in B(x, 9 + \/i) from x to C(x, 9 + l/i) such that p(J DA(x,2 -l/i,9 + 1//), An^(jc,2 -l/i,9+ l/i)) > 1/7
It follows from (3) that (4) M= U {Y-.i= 1,2,...}. Let 9" be a tree chain covering M such that each element of ?T has diameter less than l/k. Let x0 be a point of M. By (3), C(jc0, 9) ¥= 0. Let 60 be a chain in VÍ that goes from x0 to a point x, of C(x0,9). By (6), there exist arcs 7 and A in /?(*,, 9) from x, to C(x,, 9) such that (7) p(7 H A(xt,2,9), K n A(X],2,9)) > l/k.
Note that (8) either7or A misses ,4 (x,, 3,9) n U(20.
To see this assume the contrary. Let f be a subchain of C0 that goes from a point of 7 n A(xx,3,9) to x,. Let DC be a subchain of 60 that goes from a point of A n A(xx, 3,9) to x,. Either ^ is a subchain of X or DC is a subchain of %. Assume without loss of generality that f is a subchain of X Since 5" is a tree chain, A intersects each link of DC. Hence the first link of $■ intersects both J n A(xx,2,9) and A n A(xx,2,9), and this contradicts (7). Thus (8) is true.
Assume without loss of generality that (9) J r\A(xx,3,9) n ue0= 0.
Let x2 be the endpoint of 7 that belongs to C(xx,9). Let 6, be the chain in 5" that goes from x, to x2. Since 5" is a tree chain, (10) each link of 6, intersect 7.
Let 6D, be the collection of links of G, that intersect A(x], 4,9).
The sets U^, and U60 are disjoint; for otherwise, by (9) and (10), there exists a circular chain in 60 U S,, and this contradicts the fact that 9" is a tree chain. Hence 6D,\eo^0.
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We proceed inductively. Let n be a positive integer. Assume that for each positive integer m less than or equal to «, we have defined points xm and xm+x of M and subcollections Qm and tym of 9" such that (llm) xm+xEC(xm,9), ( 12 m ) Gm is a chain from xm to xm+,,
^ is the collection of links of Gm that intersect A( xm, 4,9), (W«) ( U6^) n( U U [e,:0<i<m})= 0,and (15m) ßöm\U {e,:O</<m}^0.
By (6), there exist arcs 7' and A' in j5(x"+ ,, 9) from xn+, to C(xn+,, 9) such that (16) p(J' n A(x"+[,2,9), K' n ¿(x"+1,2,9)) > l/k.
It follows from (16) and the argument for (8) that either 7' or A' misses A(xn+X, 3,9) n UGn. Assume without loss of generality that (n) /'n¿(x"+1,3,9)n ue"=0.
Let xn+2 be the endpoint of 7' that belongs to C( xn +,, 9). Let (2" +, be the chain in fi from x"+x to jc"+2-Since 5"is a tree chain, (18) each link of 6n+, intersects 7'.
Let 6Dn+, be the collection of links of Gn+, that intersect A(xn+,, 4,9).
Since 5" is a tree chain, it follows from (17) and (18) For each positive integer m, there exist points xm and xm+x of M and subcollections Gm and G\)m of ïthat satisfy (llm)-(15m). Consequently ?T is infinite, and this contradicts the fact that 5" is a tree chain. Therefore M does not contain an arc.
Comments. This argument can be modified to prove that no homogeneous tree-like continuum contains two continua with only one point in common. However the question of whether every homogeneous tree-like continuum is hereditarily indecomposable remains open.
A continuum is a solenoid if and only if it is homogeneous and all of its proper subcontinua are arcs [12] . No tree-like continuum contains a solenoid. Perhaps every homogeneous continuum that contains an arc contains a solenoid.
